Acquisition of Standard Chinese Neutral Tone under Variation Theory: A comparison of Beijing Mandarin speakers and Cantonese speakers
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Abstract. In this study, we explore dialect speakers' acquisition of the neutral tone (NT) in Standard Chinese using the lens of variation theory. The study has several goals: (a) to verify the difficulty of NT acquisition in a group of speakers whose dialectal acquisition has not been quantitatively examined in previous literature (i.e., Cantonese speakers from Guangdong Province), (b) to observe NT acquisition using a group of words that have not been examined in previous literature, (c) to determine the impact of intra- or extralinguistic factor on the pronunciation of NT-bearing words, and (d) to explore lexical and speaker variations in NT acquisition. Several results have been observed: (a) Cantonese speakers from Guangdong Province (a non-NT dialect) have more difficulty pronouncing NT-bearing words than speakers of Beijing Mandarin (an NT dialect). (b) Rule-governed NTs are easier to pronounce than those that do not follow any established rules. (c) Speakers’ pronunciation of NT-bearing words is strongly related to the existence of explicit rules predicting the use of an NT in the given word. Pronunciation is also strongly related to whether the participant is a native speaker of Cantonese or of Beijing Mandarin. Pronunciation of NTs is also weakly related to the tone of the syllable preceding the NT in a given word. (d) Variations in NT pronunciation among lexical items and individual participants indicate that simple generalizations should be avoided. Based on these results, we argue that, overall, Cantonese speakers’ acquisition of the NT follows tendencies identified in a previous study (Liu et al. 2016); however, individual differences are non-negligible. Moreover, the lexical rules of NT-bearing words and lexical idiosyncrasies significantly impact NT acquisition.

1 Introduction

Most existing work on variation theory examines variations in dialect acquisition using data on English and other European languages, with a particular focus on language contact (Kroch 1978; Payne 1980; Chambers 1992; Babel 2010). Research on variation in Asian languages is relatively scarce. By examining dialect speakers’ acquisition of the neutral tone (NT), this study elucidates variations in speakers’ acquisition of various Chinese dialects.
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Although the NT is found in Standard Chinese, it is not present in all Chinese dialects; for example, the tonal system of Beijing Mandarin includes the NT, whereas the Cantonese dialect uses citation tones (CTs) in cases where Standard Chinese uses NTs. It is well known that speakers of dialects without NTs have difficulty in acquiring the NT when they learn Standard Chinese as a second language (Liu et al. 2016). Therefore, the current study compares second-language acquisition of NT by Cantonese speakers to Beijing Mandarin speakers’ pronunciation of NTs. We ask the following research questions:

(1) a. Can the difficulty of NT acquisition by speakers of a non-NT dialect be verified in a group of speakers whose dialectal acquisition has not been quantitatively examined in the literature (i.e., Cantonese speakers from Guangdong Province)?

b. Can the difficulty of NT acquisition also be observed with a group of words that have not been examined in previous literature?

c. What, if any, are the impacts of intra- or extralinguistic factor on speakers’ pronunciation of NT-bearing words?

d. Are there lexical and speaker variations in NT acquisition?

For each research question, the following conclusions have been reached.

(2) a. Cantonese speakers from Guangdong Province (a non-NT dialect) have more difficulty pronouncing NT-bearing words than speakers of Beijing Mandarin (an NT dialect).

b. Rule-governed NTs are easier to pronounce than NT-bearing words for which no rules has been established.

c. The pronunciation of NT-bearing words is strongly related to the existence of explicit rules predicting the use of NT in the given word. Pronunciation is also strongly impacted by whether the participant is a native speaker of Cantonese or of Beijing Mandarin. Pronunciation is weakly related to the tone of the syllable preceding the NT in a given word.

d. Variations in NT acquisition among lexical items and individuals indicate that simple generalizations should be avoided.

2 Previous literature: factors affecting the use of the neutral tone

Standard Chinese is a typical tone language; a syllable’s pitch contour can distinguish lexical meanings. Full and weak syllables are differentiated: full syllables are stressed and carry one of the four citation tones (CTs): Tone 1 (high), Tone 2 (low-high), Tone 3 (low), or Tone 4 (high-low). Weak syllables are unstressed and carry an NT (Chao 1968; Duanmu 2007). Previous studies have identified several important characteristics of NT-bearing words.

First, an NT cannot be distributed in an initial or isolated position, and its acoustic features — such as pitch contour and length — depend on the tone of the preceding syllable (Lin and Jingzhu 1980; Lee 2003).

Second, many NT-bearing words are disyllabic (Shi 1992); according to the Modern Chinese Lexical Database, approximately 67% of all NT-bearing words are disyllabic.

Third, from a morphological perspective, some studies have proposed a distinction between rule-governed and non-rule-governed NT-bearing words (Lu 2001; Jing 2002) (cf., from a phonological perspective, see Zhang 2022) on intrinsic and derived NTs). For some words, the use of an NT syllable is predicted; these are rule-governed NT-bearing words. For example, when a word is
formed via reduplication and refers to a relative (e.g., ma1ma0 meaning ‘mother’ /ma1 ma0/), the second syllable must receive an NT in Standard Chinese. Similarly, words with the suffix -zi or the suffix -tou are also rule-governed NT-bearing words. However, not all NT-bearing words are governed by such rules; these unpredictable NT-bearing words are non-rule-governed NT-bearing words.

Finally, language policies can have a significant impact on language contact and language change (Spolsky 2004). Significant dialectal variation has led to a strong need for nationwide pronunciation norms in China. However, such norms were not successfully established until the second half of the last century, when the government promoted Standard Chinese, which is based on Beijing Mandarin. Despite this standardization, dialectal variation is non-negligible. For example, in acoustic and perceptual experiments, Liu et al. (2016) show that Hong Kong Cantonese speakers (unlike Beijing Mandarin speakers) do not acquire “short/weak” features of NTs. They examined three types of rule-governed NT-bearing words; the target words were assigned fixed positions in designed monologues. An analysis of acoustic features of NT (such as pitch contour and duration) demonstrated that Hong Kong Cantonese speakers produced NTs with a lower pitch register and a narrower pitch range than Beijing Mandarin speakers. However, some issues related to dialect speakers’ NT acquisition still need to be examined. First, since Liu et al. (2016) only examined speakers of Hong Kong Cantonese, it is still unclear whether their findings can be generalized to other Cantonese speakers (e.g., those born and raised in Guangdong Province, the birthplace of Cantonese). Second, since Liu et al. (2016) focused exclusively on rule-governed NT-bearing words, additional research on non-rule-governed NT-bearing words is needed.

3 Data and Methods

To better understand the role of NT in dialect acquisition, we conducted an experiment to answer the aforementioned research questions in (1). Unfortunately, all the combinations of the aforementioned factors is beyond the scope of this paper. Thus, for practical purposes, this study focuses only on the following conditions.

First, our study is limited to disyllabic words; participants’ pronunciation of 24 NT-bearing words and 24 corresponding CT-bearing words were compared. The NT-bearing words included in the study have an NT on the second syllable in Standard Chinese; all included CT-bearing words take a CT on the second syllable. Each NT-bearing word corresponds to a CT-bearing word with the same Chinese character in the second syllable (e.g., ma1ma0 meaning ‘mother’ /ma1 ma0/ versus gan1ma1 meaning ‘Chinese godmothers’ /kan1 ma1/). In all included words, the first syllable takes one of the four CTs and is treated as an independent variable.

Second, this study compares the pronunciation of Cantonese speakers to that of Beijing Mandarin speakers; speakers of other dialects were excluded. Eight participants (four Beijing Mandarin speakers and four Cantonese speakers) were asked to read sentences that included the target words. For each word, the appropriateness of each speaker’s recorded pronunciation of the relevant syllable was evaluated using a five-point Likert scale by native speakers of NT dialects (the dependent variable).

Third, to explore stylistic variation (Chambers and Schilling 2013), the present study exam-
ines participants’ pronunciation of NT/CT words in two distinct speech situations: a dialogue (conversation) and a monologue. In a controlled experimental environment, the following independent variables were measured and then analyzed using an ordered logistic regression model. Parameters were estimated using \texttt{ordinal} on \texttt{R}.

\begin{enumerate}
\item[(3)] Fixed-effects variables:
\begin{itemize}
\item[a.] \textsc{speech style} (SS): a dummy variable indicating whether the word is embedded in a dialogue (a conversation) or in a monologue (a diary entry)
\item[b.] \textsc{rule} (Rule Type): a dummy variable indicating whether there is an explicit rule predicting the use of NT in the given word
\item[c.] \textsc{first syllable} (TS1): the tone of the first syllable of the given word
\item[d.] \textsc{dialect} (DL): a dummy variable indicating whether the participant is a Cantonese speaker (born and raised in Guangdong Province or in Hong Kong) or a Beijing Mandarin speaker (born and raised in Beijing city)
\end{itemize}
\end{enumerate}

\begin{enumerate}
\item[(4)] Random-effects variables:
\begin{itemize}
\item[a.] \textsc{item}: a random effect representing the uniqueness of the given word
\item[b.] \textsc{participant}: a random effect representing unique characteristics of the speaker
\item[c.] \textsc{evaluator}: a random effect representing the evaluator’s unique characteristics
\end{itemize}
\end{enumerate}

\begin{enumerate}
\item[(5)] Model
\[ \logit(P(y_{i(jkl)} \leq t)) = \theta_t - \beta_{\text{ss}x_{\text{ss},i(jkl)}} - \beta_{\text{rule type}x_{\text{rule type},i(jkl)}} - \beta_{\text{ts1}x_{\text{ts1},i(jkl)}} - \beta_{\text{dl}x_{\text{dl},i(jkl)}} - \text{Item}_{0j} - \text{Participant}_{0k} - \text{Evaluator}_{0l} \]
\end{enumerate}

In this model, \( y_{i(jkl)} \) represents the \( i \)-th evaluation of the \( j \)-th item pronounced by the \( k \)-th participant and evaluated by the \( l \)-th evaluator (dependent variable). \( \theta \) represents the threshold \( (t \in \{1, 2, 3, 4\}) \). \( x \) represents three fixed-effect variables that, along with their \( \beta \) coefficients, function as predictors. \textsc{item, participant and evaluator} represent three random-effects variables.

\section*{4 Results}

\subsection*{4.1 Fixed-effects variables}

The estimated values for the fixed-effects parameters for NT-bearing words are shown in Figure 1. The negative value for \textsc{dl} shows that the evaluators tend to give lower scores for Cantonese speakers’ pronunciation of NTs than Beijing Mandarin speakers’ pronunciation, suggesting that speakers of non-NT dialects have more difficulty acquiring NT in a second language. This result aligns with those of Liu et al. (2016) regarding Hong Kong Cantonese speakers (\textit{answering research question 1-a}).

However, this does not mean that Cantonese speakers never acquire this phonetic element, as several factors also affect the tendency.

First, when explicit rules are present (Rule Type), it is easier to pronounce the NT than in NT-bearing words for which no rule has been established (\textit{answering research question 1-b}).

Second, speech style (SS) also influences NT pronunciation. The positive parameter value for SS indicates that the relevant syllable is more likely to be perceived as an NT in a monologue than
Table 1: Estimates of fixed-effects parameters for NT-bearing words

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>β</th>
<th>SE</th>
<th>Z value</th>
<th>P value</th>
<th>95% CI (low)</th>
<th>95% CI (high)</th>
<th>OR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SS</td>
<td>Monologue</td>
<td>0.154819</td>
<td>0.047595</td>
<td>3.253</td>
<td>0.00114***</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rule Type</td>
<td>RW</td>
<td>2.616867</td>
<td>0.354657</td>
<td>7.379</td>
<td>1.60E-13***</td>
<td>1.92</td>
<td>3.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rule Type</td>
<td>Tou</td>
<td>2.022640</td>
<td>0.353343</td>
<td>5.724</td>
<td>1.04E-08***</td>
<td>1.33</td>
<td>2.72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rule Type</td>
<td>Zi</td>
<td>2.473055</td>
<td>0.354131</td>
<td>6.983</td>
<td>2.88E-12***</td>
<td>1.78</td>
<td>3.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TS</td>
<td>T2</td>
<td>-0.816071</td>
<td>0.353918</td>
<td>-2.306</td>
<td>0.02112*</td>
<td>-1.51</td>
<td>-0.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TS</td>
<td>T3</td>
<td>0.069024</td>
<td>0.353078</td>
<td>0.195</td>
<td>0.84501</td>
<td>-0.62</td>
<td>0.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TS</td>
<td>T4</td>
<td>0.007522</td>
<td>0.352986</td>
<td>0.021</td>
<td>0.983</td>
<td>-0.68</td>
<td>0.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DL</td>
<td>Cantonese</td>
<td>-1.501914</td>
<td>0.254793</td>
<td>-5.895</td>
<td>3.75E-09***</td>
<td>-2.00</td>
<td>-1.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

in a dialogue. However, while the P-value for this estimate is small, the effect size and the range of the CI is close to 0. This is interpreted to mean that the influence is marginal at best, indicating that the impact of SS on NT pronunciation is not as important as the other variables.

Third, the phonological environment affects NT pronunciation: when the preceding syllable carries Tone 2, the relevant syllable is less likely to be perceived as bearing an NT (TS1|T2).

To answer research question 1-c, we measured the impact of the morphological factor: whether there are explicit rules predicting the use of NT in a given word. This factor has a strong impact on NT pronunciation; the results show that all types of rules we choose (Rule Type) have large effect sizes. The extralinguistic factor, or whether the participant is a Cantonese speaker or a Beijing Mandarin speaker, also strongly influences NT pronunciation, as shown by the highly negative estimated value for DL. However, the studied phonological and sociolinguistic factors — the tone of the preceding first syllable (TS1) and speech styles (SS) — have a weak relationship with NT pronunciation, since the estimated values of these parameters are close to zero.

4.2 Random-effects variables

Lexical variations also affect NT pronunciation. Figure 1 summarizes the random effects for CT-bearing words and NT-bearing words. While most of these appear to be randomly distributed, there is one outlier: baolzi3 meaning ‘spore’ (/pau1 ts3/), which has a strong tendency to be perceived as an NT. Since the difference between Cantonese and Beijing Mandarin speakers is captured by the fixed effects, this tendency holds even for Cantonese speakers. In addition, some NT-bearing words are easily perceived as NT-bearing words even when pronounced by Cantonese speakers, as suggested by the left panel of Figure 1. One example is bo4he0 meaning ‘mint’ (/puo4 x È/). One individual’s speech may also be evaluated differently in different cases: the left panel of Table 2 shows that the variance explained by Evaluator is as large as that explained by Item. However, on the right panel, the substantial value of Evaluator indicates high variance in the evaluation of CT-bearing words. Moreover, although the variance in Participant is not as large as that of the other two random-effects variables, one participating Cantonese speaker seems to be surprisingly good at articulating NTs. While it is generally assumed that phonetic features that do not exist in a speaker’s first language are difficult to acquire (Face 2006; Fatemi
et al. 2012), this finding suggests that some Cantonese speakers may have effectively acquired NTs, indicating that simple generalizations should be avoided (thus answering research question 1-d).

5 Conclusion and future directions

This study has addressed some gaps in previous studies of NT acquisition by speakers of Chinese dialects. More specifically, the present study has examined acquisition of non-rule-governed NTs by non-Hong-Kong Cantonese speakers. By analyzing a broad range of factors, this study provides more detailed information about NT acquisition by Chinese dialect speakers. Several conclusions may be drawn from the present findings. First, although some overall similarities and differences in performance have been observed, we cannot draw an arbitrary line between Cantonese speakers’ and Beijing Mandarin speakers’ pronunciation of NTs. Second, dialect speakers’ NT acquisition is influenced by lexical rules and lexical idiosyncrasies. However, the cause of these lexical idiosyncrasies is still unclear. Moreover, some other factors that may also influence NT acquisition still need to be investigated in more depth.

The present study has some limitations as well. First, we have only examined two types of speech, monologues and dialogues; other speech styles should be examined in future research.
Second, although we have found that T2 on the first syllable impacts the ease of NT pronunciation, we have not presented a theoretical explanation for this exception. To develop a better understanding of NT acquisition, future studies should explore these issues as well.
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